HOT BEVERAGES are a snap with the new Silex Super Six Coffemaker. Just a push of a button is all that's needed to draw piping hot water for soups, tea, cocoa or any beverage. Five warmers hold beverages at perfect drinking temperature, while the sixth warmer (on top) has a three-position switch so water can be boiled, if desired. The Super Six is tankless, eliminating stale water taste. An electric eye measures the flow of coffee into the serving decanter and is adjustable for all standard size glass decanters. An adjustable thermostat can be regulated to desired brewing temperature.

HUSKY STORAGE Systems is currently marketing a new, easy to install metal storage rack for golf cars. The Cleveland-based firm offers its “Crash-Gard” system that can handle six cars. Snowmobiles will fit into the same installation with as many as eight units per rack. Easy to dismantle and move, the racks are considered ideal for sales outlets or repair shops where storage space is limited and volume heavy.

FOR SAFETY or traffic marking of indoor or outdoor concrete, General Scientific Equipment Company offers its new Easy Stripper. Utilizing high pigmented paint applied from easily changed aerosol cans, the Easy Stripper can be used on asphalt or gravel surfaces or in commercial buildings. A single operator can stripe a 50-car parking lot in just 30 minutes.

ALL-ELASTIC and all-purpose, the Cambro Camcart is one of the newest innovations in the transportation of frozen and refrigerated foods. The Camcart is another addition to the Cambro line of fiberglass and plastic products for commercial and institutional food and beverage service. The cart utilizes a dry ice system to hold temperatures below 40 degrees Fahrenheit in the refrigerated section and zero degrees in the freezer compartment next to the dry ice container. The Camcart holds chilled and frozen foods at those temperatures for up to 30 hours on a single filling of ice. A comparable cart is available for hot food.

CONTOUR MOLDED for comfort, Plymold booths are scientifically designed to be customer-pleasers. The Plymold seat shape is body-contoured to give full leg and back support. Designed for use in lounge areas or meal facilities, Plymold booths offer a variety of colors and wood tones. Made of high-pressure laminate, the booths are engineered to take all the punishment that customers can dish out and are designed for easy cleanup.

TO ENHANCE the recording capabilities of portable color video-cassette decks, TEAC Corporation
of America has developed a new "handy camera" to complement such units. The HC-100 unit features a 1 1/2 inch viewfinder that doubles as an instant playback monitor. A flip-down magnifying lens is also included for group viewing. A built-in uni-directional electret-condenser microphone is also in the package. The HC-100 comes equipped with a metal stand for stationary recording.

SEPCO Floodlighting is presently offering a new product line that provides maximum efficiency of lumen output from its light source coupled with beam control. Fixtures are available for lighting maintenance facilities, parking areas, decorative facade lighting, tennis courts, highways and signs. Units are designed to reflectors which provide maximum beam utilization with sharp cutoff to minimize glare.
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ADAPTABLE to a variety of course applications, the Pump-R-Bouy portable Floating water pump by Evans Precision could be the answer to one of the superintendent's age-old headaches. The unit's lightweight three horsepower engine can pump 100 gallons of water per minute under 60-pound pressure, more than nine times the force of a garden hose under regular pressure.
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PROFIT-MAKING menu specialties can now be easily merchandised with Dean Industries' new self-contained, mechanically refrigerated display case. The island type unit permits display of appetizers, salads, jellies, cakes, pies and puddings in either fast food, cafeteria or sit-down operations. The clear-view window display in front is set at an angle providing maximum customer visibility.
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CONVENIENCE coupled with quickness are the two big advantages of FMC's new Bean 12RC air carrier sprayer. The model's new larger pump capacity allows greater speed over the spraying area. Allowing a coverage of 40-45 feet without driving off the playing surface, the sprayer can handle most fairways in just two passes. Besides the advantages of getting to otherwise inaccessible areas for spraying, the unit can also be utilized for leaf blowing and green drying. Reduced maintenance overall and operation noise is minimal, since the machine is completely pto powered.
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DESCRIBED as "amazingly accurate", the new Sav-a-Strok range finder is another welcome addition to the pro market. Held in the hand at arms length, the golfer sights the top of the pin and then runs their thumb down the provided scale till the thumb hits the bottom of the pin. After checking the yardage, its simple to select the right club. Sav-a-Strok is also an aid in speeding up slow play, avoiding wasted time spent on judging distance and indecision on club selection.
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CONTAINING SLOW release nitrogen, a new complete liquid fertilizer called Liqua-Form is now available. A fluid suspension fertilizer, Liqua-Form contains soluble nitrogen, ortho and poly phosphates and minute traces of minor elements.
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HINTS TO operating your own bar or cocktail lounge are now being offered in a new business book entitled, the "Beverage Service Manual" The book is filled with complete information on how to control inventory, recipes, bar techniques, labor cost, pricing bar image, beverage services and management.
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WOLF RANGE Company has designed and engineered its latest innovation, the "Groovy Griddle", to help in the preparation of steaks, hamburgers and other foods. The unit features a serrated cooking surface on a one-inch thick solid steel plate mounted on an angle to permit fat drippings to drain away from the cooking area. The temperature of the "Griddle" is thermostatically controlled for proper cooking of meat, while keeping shrinkage at a minimum.
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